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1/17/09

San
Antonio

Sponsorship Workshop
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2/28/09
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Antonio

Unity Day
Details forthcoming

San Antonio,
Texas

2/27-3/1,
2009

Dallas
Metroplex

“Stepping Together” 2009
Convention

Dallas, Texas

Greater
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City

Key to the Future – Region
III Assembly and Convention

WSO

2009 World Servic e
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4/3-5,
2009

5/4-9,
2009

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org
8/26-29,
2010

OA

World
Servic e Convention
50 th Anniversary

Oklahoma
City, OK
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Los Angeles,
CA

Events

Dates to Remember
st

February 1
Send Input for the “The Swan”
th

February 9
Literature Orders due to
Michelle
th

February 14
SAAIG Monthly Meeting
SAAIG Monthly Newcomer
Meeting

“It is easy to get confused about the spiritual nature of the OA program. As it says in Our
Invitation to You, we have a threefold illness: physical, emotional, spiritual. It then goes on
to say that our program is spiritual. Period. It does not say that our recovery program is
threefold, only spiritual. However, this doesn’t mean that if we sit on a mountaintop and
contemplate our navels, we will never have to think about the physical and emotional aspects
of our lives. The emotional, physical, and spiritual dimensions of our being are
interconnected; what we do in one area affects us in other areas as well.
Every spiritual path includes physical and emotional disciplines as tools for spiritual
development. Not one of them says that gluttony is the path to spiritual enlightenment. My
spiritual development began when I put the fork down. I was 110 pounds overweight, and
bingeing on massive quantities of candy. My brain was so fogged by the sugar that I was
emotionally and spiritually numb.”
“One of the benefits of spirituality is feeling at peace with the universe – knowing who I am
and knowing all is right with me and God. Eating just the right amount of food, not too much
and not too little, is part of staying right-sized both spiritually and physically. Weighing and
measuring my food is a spiritual act of acceptance that I am an overeater.”
“It’s easy to get caught up in arguments about which part of our recovery is most important –
the physical, emotional, or spiritual. The answer is whichever part is missing. The three are
so interconnected, that if one part is missing, the other two parts are severely stunted.”
Virginia, USA, Seeking the Spiritual Path, pg 95-96

The Swan
Step One
“We admitted we were
powerless over food –
that our lives had
become
unmanageable.”

Step One Reading
AABB: Preface
AABB: Forwards to all
editions
AABB: The Doctor’s
Opinion
OA 12 & 12: Step 1
AA 12 & 12: Step 1
OA (Basic Text) “Keep
Coming Back: Rozanne’s
Story”

Published: January 10, 2009

Step by Step
My
POWERLESSNESS
over alcohol is the result of
an allergic reaction that
alcoholics have to drug
ethanol. It is very simply,
that once I’ve taken the
first few drinks, a craving
is produced for the next
drink that is greater than
my will power to resist that
next drink.
My UNMANAGEABILITY
is the result of my mind
that cannot find peace of
mind without alcohol in my
blood stream. A mind that
can remember the sense
of ease and comfort that

comes at once with a
couple of drinks. A mind
that cannot remember the
suffering and humiliation
which has accompanied
my previous drinking
episodes. That on my
own,
I
am
without
defense against the first
drink.
When I truly understand
that I no longer have any
POWER over my body
nor over my mind where
alcohol is concerned, I
am ready to take a look
at the next Step.

But
I
must
also
understand that the fact
I have no power to
control the amount I
drink once I start
drinking in not the
REAL Problem.
The
REAL Problem is that I
have a MIND that I can
no longer depend on to
keep me from taking
the first drink.

Living Another Way . . . In Recovery
Coming
Attractions


Step Two



“Living
Another
Way…”

“Consider it all joy, my brothers, when you face trials of many kinds, because you
know that the testing of your faith develops perseverance. Perseverance must
finish its work so that you may be mature and complete, not lacking anything." . . .
James 1:2
"The person who removes a mountain begins by carrying away small stones." Anonymous
"And acceptance is the answer to all my problems today. When I am disturbed, it
is because I find some person, place, or thing, or situation--some fact of my life-unacceptable to me, and I can find no serenity until I accept that person, place,
thing, or situation as being exactly the way it is supposed to be at this moment."
Alcoholics Anonymous, p. 449
“Dear God, remind me of what life was like before I came to Overeaters
Anonymous – the obsession, the demoralization, the treadmill, the despair and
sickness. I am as powerless over food now as I was the day I walked in.
Compulsive overeating and hope are not compatible.” For Today, pg 221
“When the individual accepts, on an unconscious level, the reality of not being
able to handle compulsive overeating, there is no residual battle.” Overeaters
Anonymous, Second Edition, p. 238

“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery one-liners, quotes or readings
to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.
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Date

Sponsor

Event

Location

2/28/09

San
Antonio

Unity Day
Details below

San Antonio,
Texas

2/27-3/1,
2009

Dallas
Metroplex

“Stepping Together” 2009
Convention

Dallas, Texas

Greater
Oklahoma
City

Key to the Future – Region
III Assembly and Convention

WSO

2009 World Servic e
Business Conference

4/3-5,
2009

5/4-9,
2009

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org
8/26-29,
2010

OA

World
Servic e Convention
50 th Anniversary

Oklahoma
City, OK
Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Los Angeles,
CA

Events

12 & 12
Chair: Suzanne R.
I.D.E.A. Day: Alice G. and
Lynn G.
Unity Day: Earl
Slumber Falls: Elaine L.
Literature: Cyndi and Terry
Newcomers/ “Welcome Back”
Meeting: Marjory
Lifeline Rep: Marjory
Audio Library: Connie C.
Archives: Barbara F.

Dates to Remember
st

March 1
Send Input for the “The Swan”
th

March 9
Literature Orders due to
Michelle
th

March 14
SAAIG Monthly Meeting
SAAIG Monthly Newcomer
Meeting

Please join OA San Antonio as
we join together for Unity Day on
Saturday, February 28, 2009 at
the Alamo Heights Baptist
Church, 6501 Broadway Street.
Doors open at 11:30 for set up
and the program will run from
noon to 3:00 p.m. Tables will be
provided for brown baggers.
There will be speakers,
workshops, panel discussions, a
raffle, literature table and lots of
fellowship. At 1:30 p.m.
members will pause in the day
and join hands in an expression
of unity to reaffirm the strength
inherent in OA’s worldwide unity.
Suggested donation of $5.00.
Contact Earl B. at 632-1530 with
any questions

Consider signing up for the
2009 8th Annual Slumber Falls
Retreat being held June 2628, 2009 at the Slumber Falls
Church Camp, New Braunfels,
Texas. Theme for the event is
“What are you Powerless over
Today?” A 12 step study.
For more information on this
event contact:
Elaine L. at elangstl@aol.com
or
Sharon O. at
sacha@grandecom.net

The Swan
Step Two
“Came to believe that
a Power greater than
ourselves could
restore us to sanity.”

Step Two Reading
AABB: Bill’s Story
AABB: There is a solution
“We came to
believe.”
AABB: More about
alcoholism
AABB: “We agnostics”
OA 12 & 12: Step 2
AA 12 & 12: Step 2
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Step by Step
After years of struggling: yo-yo
dieting, binging, purging, fasting,
drugging, over-exercising and a
nearly successful suicide
attempt I tried weighing and
measuring 3 meals a day for 63
days but I did not reach goal
weight. Then I was completely
out of solutions to control my
weight. Although I had been
attending 12 Step meetings in
another program for 11 months I
was in denial that I needed OA.
An OA member and a loving
friend named Mary listened to
me whine about needing to lose
weight and being unable to
follow through with even one
sensible solution for one day.
When she asked me if I was
“willing to go to any lengths” the
wall of denial crashed. I
recognized that phrase as an
invitation to another 12 step
program and abruptly hung up
the phone. I thought about her
question all evening while crying
throughout my last binge. In the
morning, I called her back and
asked for help. She gave me a
few simple instructions for that
day and I followed them. I got on
my knees and asked my Higher

Power to remove the
compulsion to overeat for that
24 hours; I ate my 3 weighed
and measured meals with
nothing in between, and I
thanked my Higher Power for
an abstinent day when I went
to bed that night. That was
when I noticed a new condition
in my mind: silence. I was at
peace instead of making
sincere but doomed promises
about the next day; I was calm
instead of berating myself for
failing yet again. I was grateful
for the relief from what I
thought of as my horrible self. I
came to believe my Higher
Power was real and not some
imaginary friend because what
had previously been impossible
for me to do had become
possible that day, simply after
asking that Higher Power for
help.
My Higher Power got busy
restoring me to sanity right
away. Mary arranged to meet
me at my first OA meeting.
There I learned that my eating
behaviors had a name:
compulsive overeating, and
that many people were

recovering from that disease
through the 12 Steps of OA.
I heard some more
instructions: get a sponsor,
pick a food plan, get phone
numbers. Choosing to follow
those directions immediately
and without question was the
next step toward sane living.
I got a meeting list, and
found meetings available
every day of the week. I
went to the meetings, I
listened, and I used all the
tools.
Sanity is understanding that
eating or overeating any food
will not make my life perfect
and problem free. Food
does not cure headaches,
mend broken relationships,
solve traffic problems, relieve
colds, or ease loneliness.
Food does not inspire
confidence, joy or happiness.
Working the steps and using
the tools makes my life
better, and enables me to
find solutions to problems.
Connie C.

Living Another Way . . . In Recovery
Coming
Attractions


Step Three



“Living
Another
Way…”

"For today: I open myself to God’s will by putting out of my mind something I want
but don’t need and can’t get.” For Today, pg 224
“The art of living requires that I like myself, accept what I am and stop wishing I
were otherwise.” For Today, pg 15
“Each morning brings a new surrender, a new admission of powerlessness, and a
new commitment to abstinence through Steps One, Two and Three. It is a quiet
time, a new beginning, a new day.” Lifeline Sampler, p. 69
“I can only be happy by spending today gratefully accepting who I am, what I
have, and what I can do in this moment to better myself.” Voices of Recovery, p.
12

“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery one-liners, quotes or readings
to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.
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Chair: JoAnne R.
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Communications Secretary: Pam W.
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Date

Sponsor

Event

Location

4/3-5,
2009

Greater
Oklahoma
City

Key to the Future – Region
III Assembly and Convention

Oklahoma
City, OK

WSO

2009 World Servic e
Business Conference

5/4-9,
2009

Committees
Communications Chair: Pam W.
WSO/Correspondence: Pam W.
Email: Open
Events Calendar: Denise G.
Newsletter: Denise G.
Website: JoAnne R.
PI/ PO
Chair: Rose C.
Information Line: Lori
Media: Open
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For further information: www.oasanantonio.org
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6/26-28,
2009

San
Antonio

8 th Annual Slumber Falls
Retreat – “What are you
Powerless over Today”
For further information contact Elaine L. at
elangstl@aol.com or Sharon O. at
sacha@grandecom.net

8/26-29,
2010

OA

World
Servic e Convention
50 th Anniversary

Albuquerque,
New Mexico
Slumber Falls
Church
Camp, New
Braunfels, Tx
Los Angeles,
CA

Events

12 & 12
Chair: Suzanne R.
I.D.E.A. Day: Alice G. and
Lynn G.
Unity Day: Earl
Slumber Falls: Elaine L.
Literature: Cyndi and Terry
Newcomers/ “Welcome Back”
Meeting: Open
Lifeline Rep: Open
Audio Library: Connie C.
Archives: Barbara F.

Dates to Remember
st

April 1
Send Input for the “The Swan”
th

April 6
Literature Orders due to
Michelle
th

April 11
SAAIG Monthly Meeting
SAAIG Monthly Newcomer
Meeting

On Saturday, February 28, 2009, from noon – 3:00 Unity Day happened for OA San Antonio.
Based on the First Tradition “Our Common Welfare should come first; personal recovery
depends upon OA Unity,” the unity of OA in our small corner of the world was certainly
reflected during the day. I was very grateful I was able to attend and participate. I can only
share from my experience and thank those who made that experience one of the best I have
ever attended, if not the best. It was the catalyst that has prompted me to write this letter to
the Swan.
When Earl B. reached out to me and put his hand in mine as I did and others did that day, I
saw a strengthening of our OA spirit for San Antonio and the world. Saying the OA Prayer as
one body along with the world at 1:30 p.m. brought a sense of gratitude to me for this powerful
12 Step Program. It works, it really does, WHEN WE WORK IT. On Monday, following Unity
Day, I called my friend Paula Z, in Anchorage, Alaska and asked her if they had Unity Day on
Saturday. “Yes,” she said, and remembering that we all said the OA Prayer at the same time
with those from Anchorage, Alaska and all over the world brings to mind that “no longer is
there a sense of hopelessness, no longer must we each depend upon our own unsteady
willpower, we are all together now reaching out our hands for power and strength and as we
join hands we find love and understanding beyond our wildest dreams,”* Keep Coming Back,
it works when WE work it.
Many thanks to all who blessed the day with their presence and all who did additional service
to create a most enlightening and strengthening day. Special thanks to Earl B, Barbara F.,
Barbara Dianne, Connie C., Kelly, Suzanne, Melanie, Sandy, Elaine, Dolores, and Pam F.
Please forgive me if I have forgotten to mention any names.
In OA Recovery,
Sharon V.
*OA Prayer written by Rozanne, OA’s Founder

The Swan
Step Three
“Made a decision to
turn our will and our
lives over to the care
of God as we
understood Him.”

Step Three Reading
AABB: Chapter Five:
“How It Works”
AABB: Step Three Prayer
(page 63)
OA 12 & 12: Step 3
AA 12 & 12: Step 3

Published: March 14, 2009

Step by Step
What a journey for me to
get to step three this time
around! I had to spend
quite some time on steps 1
and 2 and then go through
what seemed like a lot of
confusion and pain to arrive
at Step 3. I knew I was at
step 1 when my health, my
job and my family seemed
as if they had fallen apart
over the last 5 years. The
family started first in 2003,
escalated in 2005 and then
seemed stable since 2006. I
thought I was on easy
street, recoveringly
speaking. I got a new
supervisor in August 2007
and my health was
unpredictable starting then
too. So, I did what I was
told- go to meetings, have a
sponsor, use the tools. I did
all that and everything
stayed the same or got
worse on the job and health.
I was so disappointed in my
Higher Power. I was doing
everything right! How could

I still feel a mess-emotionally, spiritually and
physically? Aha-- the
breakthrough came when I
asked a fellow OA member,
"Have you ever lost your
faith in your HP?" She
shared her journey and
what I heard was, "My HP
is lonely for me." It
touched my heart. So just
as the book, Alcoholics
Anonymous, p. 55 says, I
realized that ..."deep down
in every man, woman and
child is the fundamental
idea of God...We found
that Great Reality deep
down within us. In the last
analysis it is only there
that He may be found." As
I nurtured my relationship
with this new HP, I found
the willingness to turn my
will and my life over to the
care of this HP. As the AA
Twelve Steps Twelve
Traditions, pp. 34-35
describes, willingness is my

key to opening the door
that to all appearances is
slammed shut. Today I
have many experiences
where I want life to turn
out "my way" and these
are opportunities to
take out the key of
willingness and trust
my new HP that I can
grow from this
experience. Maybe this
is a chance to run toward
something that scares
me, or practice
cooperation, or to
embrace compassion of
the human experience.
The beauty of Step 3 for
me this time is I have a
new HP who is guiding
me in the life before me
today and I am slowly
letting go of all my
expectations of what this
day "should" be.
Elaine L.

Living Another Way . . . In Recovery
Coming
Attractions


Step Four



“Living
Another
Way…”

"In OA we are given no diets. Weight loss is not our only goal, and we accept that
even a “perfect” body (if there were such a thing) would not make us happy. Our
primary purpose is to abstain from eating compulsively, and we know that in order
to do so we will need help.” The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of
Overeaters Anonymous, pg 20
“When we place our will and our lives in God’s care in step three, we give God our
intuition as well. Intuition is supposed to be God’s direct line into our minds and
hearts, but our problems and our self-will have interfered with this connection. As
we work the steps, the interference begins to be removed, and intuition begins to
function properly, helping us focus on God’s will, both for our eating and for the
living of our lives.” The Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous, pg 22

“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery one-liners, quotes or readings
to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.
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First Delegate: Lynn G.
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Date

Sponsor

Event

Location

5/4-9,
2009

WSO

2009 World Servic e
Business Conference

Albuquerque,
New Mexico

For further information: www.oasanantonio.org
6/26-28,
2009

Committees
Communications Chair: Pam W.
WSO/Correspondence: Pam W.
Email: JoAnne R.
Events Calendar: Denise G.
Newsletter: Denise G.
Website: JoAnne R.

San
Antonio

8 th Annual Slumber Falls
Retreat – “What are you
Powerless over Today”
For further information contact Elaine L. at
elangstl@aol.com or Sharon O. at
sacha@grandecom.net

8/26-29,
2010

OA

World
Servic e Convention
50 th Anniversary

Slumber Falls
Church
Camp, New
Braunfels, Tx
Los Angeles,
CA

PI/ PO
Chair: Open
Information Line: Lori
Media: Open
Health Fairs: Open
Outreach: Barbara D.

Events

12 & 12
Chair: Suzanne R.
I.D.E.A. Day: Alice G. and
Lynn G.
Unity Day: Earl
Slumber Falls: Elaine L.
Literature: Cyndi and Terry
Newcomers/ “Welcome Back”
Meeting: Lea
Lifeline Rep: James
Audio Library: Connie C.
Archives: Barbara F.

Dates to Remember
st

May 1
Send Input for the “The Swan”
th

May 4
Literature Orders due to Cyndi
th

May 9
SAAIG Monthly Meeting
SAAIG Monthly Newcomer
Meeting

We had a great Unity Day. Lots of different people, men and mostly women, quiet
and mostly noisy, tall and short, but mostly medium. We were young, middle-aged,
old, pudgy, skinny, svelte, energetic, peaceful, talkative, quiet, outgoing, introverted,
lovely, silly, and serious. Distracted, and focused. Happy and sad. All together. We
put away all the judgments, the comparisons and isolation.
We started out talking to each other one-on-one about the first tradition: What does it
mean: Personal Recovery Depends Upon OA Unity?
The questions were simple but challenging: Have you experienced unity in your OA
meetings? What can you do to promote unity in OA? What are the obstacles to unity
in OA?
We put together a sunflower rooted in the heart of OA Unity. We put together a quilt
with each square representing unity in OA. We stood together, held hands, and said
the unity prayer with our sisters and brothers in OA across the world.
We listened to a panel on Unity: some long-time Unity junkies who inspired us to put
our recovery first by putting OA Unity first. We thought about what it means to put
principles before personalities. We went home feeling OK with each other and
ourselves, no competition, no resentments, just enjoying the atmosphere of love and
acceptance, just resting in the unity of the 12-Steps with GOD doing for us what we
could not do for ourselves.
Anonymous

The Swan
Step Four
“Made a searching and
fearless moral
inventory of
ourselves.”

Step Four Reading
AABB: Chapter Five:
“How It Works”
OA 12 & 12: Step 4
AA 12 & 12: Step 4

Coming
Attractions


Step Five



“Living
Another
Way…”
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Step by Step
What I heard when I first came
into program was the fear others
expressed about doing this
particular step. Maybe I was too
ignorant and/or naive but that
was not the emotion I equated
with this step. I was determined
and ready. I did what my
sponsor told me to do. I hear
people today say that they do
not want to have anyone tell
them what to do. We have a
saying in program that states:
"Do it anyway!" What do you
have to lose other than the way
you have been doing "IT" which
has gotten you where you are
today. I wrote my first 4th step
within the first 2 months of
program and gave it away during
that time period also. I followed
instructions. The problem with
my first 4th step was that integral
piece entitled "My Part" was
missing. That inventory was all
about "Their Part". I did not get
relief doing the following step 5
and it was a beginning that
helped me find my way to "My
Part". The relief began to take
place in the next 4th and 5th
steps. I am not recommending
that anyone do it this way, I am
just sharing how I was able to
get to "My Part". Today when I
am resent-filled or fear-filled etc.
I look to myself (after making
sure there isn't someone else
who can take the blame)
JOKE!!!!!!! These steps have
helped me to find what needs to
be realigned within me. I
learned through many years and
many inventories to do a
searching and fearless moral
inventory of MYSELF.
Now, why do an inventory?
#1 It is the 4th step and I do not
skip it, they are in order for a
reason;

#2 My sponsor has told me to
do it;
#3 I need to clean house to let
go of unwanted refuse;
#4 I want to be a better person;
thousands have gone before
me and their lives have
changed as a result of the
steps;
#5 I want to do God's work
today; I am told this is a
Spiritual program and I have
experienced the spirit of the
program working in others as
well as my life;
#6 I need to look at my
liabilities (defects) so I can
begin letting go of them;
#7 I need to recognize my
assets and claim the good of
me.
When I first came into program
my Mother was the problem. It
was not an illusion that she
disliked me and was ashamed
of me because of my
appearance (I weighed over
320 pounds several times in
and out of progam). I blamed
her for everything bad in my
life. I can remember sitting at
my first OA Retreat (1980)
talking about my Mother.
There was a man sitting across
the room from me and when he
shared he very blatantly
addressed my comments and
said, "I want you all to know it
is not about your Mothers, it is
not about "them"---it is about
you." I wanted to run and I
also wanted to hit him. It was
the one comment I
remembered and took with
me. He had given me a gift!!! I
worked on those issues and it
took many inventories to come
to where I have been able
to say for many years now, "It

is not about my Mother, it is
not about them, it is about
the liabilities that have been
within me.” These defects
have lessened by my being
willing to do many
inventories and going on to
work steps 5-9 on many
topics. God has given me the
grace to forgive and accept.
The 4th Step is invaluable. I
also remember a few years
later an older woman coming
up to me at a seminar I was
taking and again talking
about my MOTHER. She
basically told me if I
accepted my Mother it would
not make any difference
what she did, that I would
have compassion and I
would be free of the
resentment. Today I am free
of that resentment. I call my
Mother on a daily basis, I
love her, I am able to set
limits with her in regards to
my siblings etc., and I accept
her. This program works
when I work it because I am
worth it and she is worth it.
Do not let a little thing like
someone telling you what to
do keep you from the
freedom working the
program can bring. You are
worth it. On a daily basis I
pray for all those I love as
well as those I presently do
not love. Somehow that list
of the ones I do not love has
dwindled.
“KEEP COMING BACK - IT
WORKS WHEN WE WORK
IT........”
Sharon V.

“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery one-liners, quotes or readings
to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.
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“The Swan” is prepared by the San Antonio Area Intergroup (SAAI).
SAAI is a service board organized for the support of, and directly responsible to, local member OA
Meetings (Re: Ninth Tradition). SAAI is duly registered with the World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be reached at: P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas, 78201.

2008-09 Service Board
Chair: Open
Vice Chair: Melanie-Allison D.
Treasurer: Open
Parliamentarian: Open
Recording Secretary: Lillie O.
Communications Secretary: Pam W.
First Delegate: Lynn G.
Alternate Delegate: Connie C.

Date

Sponsor

Event

Location

6/26-28,
2009

San
Antonio

8 th Annual Slumber Falls
Retreat – “What are you
Powerless over Today”

Slumber Falls
Church
Camp, New
Braunfels, Tx

For further information contact Elaine L. at
elangstl@aol.com or Sharon O. at
sacha@grandecom.net or go to
www.OASanAntonio.org

Committees
Communications Chair: Pam W.
WSO/Correspondence: Pam W.
Email: JoAnne R.
Events Calendar: Denise G.
Newsletter: Denise G.
Website: JoAnne R.

Aug, 2009

8/26-29,
2010

San
Antonio

Sponsorship Workshop – Details

OA

World
Servic e Convention
50 th Anniversary

to follow or contact Earl B. at 632-1530 for more
information

Los Angeles,
CA

PI/ PO
Chair: Open
Information Line: Lori
Media: Open
Health Fairs: Open
Outreach: Barbara D.

Events

12 & 12
Chair: Suzanne R.
I.D.E.A. Day: Alice G. and
Lynn G.
Unity Day: Earl
Slumber Falls: Elaine L.
Literature: Cyndi and Terry
Newcomers/ “Welcome Back”
Meeting: Lea
Lifeline Rep: James
Audio Library: Connie C.
Archives: Barbara F.

Dates to Remember
st

June 1
Send Input for the “The Swan”
th

June 8
Literature Orders due to Cyndi
th

June 13
SAAIG Monthly Meeting
SAAIG Monthly Newcomer
Meeting

Many thanks go out to our delegates
Lynn G. and Graciela M. for
attending their assigned
conventions. Lynn G. traveled to
Oklahoma City in early April for our
OA Region III convention. Lynn G.
is also chairing the 12/12 committee
for our Region III. Way to go Lynn
G. and thanks so much for your
service to our Intergroup. Connie C.
is our designated WSO delegate, but
due to personal circumstances was
unable to attend the WSO
Convention. Graciela M. graciously
attended in Connie's absence. This
is a very big commitment and
wonderful service to our Intergroup.
Graciela is in attendance, as we
speak, at the WSO Convention in
Albuquerque. We look forward to
hearing reports from both Lynn and
Graciela on their wonderful
experiences. Thanks to both of you
again for your time and service to
our San Antonio Area Intergroup!

Public Information/ Public Outreach
will have a committee meeting on
Wed. May 27, 2009 at Starbucks on
HWY 281/Bitters at 4:00. Anyone
interested in helping to carry the
message to other compulsive eaters
on a broader scale in service to
Overeaters Anonymous, please
come and see how you can help.
We need volunteers! Call Melanie
for more information at 210-7054736.

OA needs Spanish speaking
volunteers to make reach out phone
calls to those who have called for
information in response to our public
service announcements. Please
contact Graciela at 210-219-9660.

The Swan
Step Five
“Admitted to God, to
ourselves, and to
another human being
the exact nature of our
wrongs.”

Step Five Reading
AABB: Chapter Six:
“Into Action”
OA 12 & 12: Step 5
AA 12 & 12: Step 5

Coming
Attractions


Step Six



“Living
Another
Way…”

Published: May 9, 2009

Step by Step
I know now the idea of
step 5 kept me from really
diving into OA back in the
mid 90s. I thought only my
Higher Power should know
my secrets and
wrongdoings. Once I
reached 341 pounds, I
was so desperate I began
working the 12 steps with
a recovered sponsor and I
worked the steps as they
are written in the Big Book
of AA. My sponsor
reminded me who I chose
to do my 5th step with was
entirely up to me. I
appreciated the fact I had
options, but I was already
comfortable with my
sponsor and with my
progress in the program,
so I chose my sponsor.
The day I was to work step
5, my sponsor and I went
to an OA conference. We
had lunch and had a huge
laugh. I believe a good
laugh before serious work
does wonders. We took a
walk and along the route I
found a penny. My
grandmother and I used to
walk a lot when I was a
kid. She used to tell me to
keep my eyes open for
spare change. After my
grandmother died, I kept
finding coins. I took it as a
simple hello from my
grandmother and

sometimes more, if I was
particularly restless. My
sponsor said, yes but it is
also a reminder, 'In God
We Trust'. I knew then
God was in on this 5th
step.
As we read through my
writing so many truths
were revealed. Things I
needed to hear and know
10 years ago. At the end,
my sponsor asked me if
there was anything I'd left
out. Of course there was.
What a relief to get it all
out. What's more my
mess wasn't all over the
news the next day. Today
when something crops up
I find myself running to
God and my sponsor.
Today, I am at 280 and
headed towards a normal
body weight.
James D.
I was getting ready to go
on a hike and decided to
go to the bathroom
before I left my house. As
I approached my
bathroom sink, there was
a quite large moving
scorpion - IN MY SINK!
So I thought - OK Sue breathe in and out. I
thought, if I just turn on
the faucet and wash it

down the sink, it could
come back up and
really sting me. So I
thought a shoe - I need
to kill it with a shoe.
Not a flip flop because
they are flimsy and the
flip flop may not kill it only wound it and I
wanted it dead. So I
grabbed a shoe that
was heavy, sturdy, and
strong enough to
absolutely get rid of the
scorpion that was in my
sink. I hit it and hit it
again until it was dead.
I then cleaned up the
mess until there were
no remains of the
scorpion in the sink.
That is what I think of
when I think of the 5th
step. We see the yukky
stuff right there before
our eyes. We face it with some fear and
anxiety – then we get
rid of it with the help of
a strong, sturdy HP and
sponsor who has taught
us to face the mess and
clean it up to make
room for the good stuff
that is promised.
Suzanne

We have misplaced our Health Fair Kit. Please contact Melanie asap at 210-705-4736 if you have
any thoughts on where it might be or who had it last.
“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery one-liners, quotes or readings
to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.
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“The Swan” is prepared by the San Antonio Area Intergroup (SAAI).
SAAI is a service board organized for the support of, and directly responsible to, local member OA
Meetings (Re: Ninth Tradition). SAAI is duly registered with the World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be reached at: P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas, 78201.

OA Meeting/Information Line:
210-492-5400
SAAI Website:
www.OASanAntonio.org
SAAI Email Address:
OASAAIG@hotmail.com

2008-09 Service Board
Chair: Open
Vice Chair: Melanie-Allison D.
Treasurer: Open
Parliamentarian: Open
Recording Secretary: Lillie O.
Communications Secretary: Pam W.
First Delegate: Lynn G.
Alternate Delegate: Connie C.

Date

Sponsor

Event

Location

6/26-28,
2009

San
Antonio

8 th Annual Slumber Falls
Retreat – “What are you
Powerless over Today”

Slumber Falls
Church
Camp, New
Braunfels, Tx

For further information contact Elaine L. at
elangstl@aol.com or Sharon O. at
sacha@grandecom.net or go to
www.OASanAntonio.org

Committees
Communications Chair: Pam W.
WSO/Correspondence: Pam W.
Email: JoAnne R.
Events Calendar: Denise G.
Newsletter: Denise G.
Website: JoAnne R.
PI/ PO
Chair: Open
Information Line: Lori
Media: Open
Health Fairs: Open
Outreach: Barbara D.

Events

12 & 12
Chair: Suzanne R.
I.D.E.A. Day: Alice G. and
Lynn G.
Unity Day: Earl
Slumber Falls: Elaine L.
Literature: Terry
Newcomers/ “Welcome Back”
Meeting: Lea
Lifeline Rep: James
Audio Library: Connie C.
Archives: Barbara F.

Aug, 2009

8/26-29,
2010

st

Sponsorship Workshop – Details

OA

World
Servic e Convention
50 th Anniversary

to follow or contact Earl B. at 632-1530 for more
information

Los Angeles,
CA

Please take a minute to thank these individuals for their service to OA:
•

•

•

Dates to Remember
July 1
Send Input for the “The Swan”

San
Antonio

•

Oscar, Haydee, Don, and Graciela for volunteering at the Citi Health Fair on May 20th.
They had a great day and made almost 300 contacts! Thanks also goes to Barbara D. for
her footwork of getting our name on the list of vendors, and acting as contact person.
Look for these possible newcomers in our meetings!
The many groups that have given so generously to our delegate funding! Your efforts are
greatly appreciated and we are very close to our budget goal. Our delegates have
attended their respectful conventions and their reports are on our region and World
Service websites. Thanks for making it another successful year for our delegates, and
SAAIG!
Our Nominating Committee, Ken, Sharon V. and Barbara D! They are bringing forth a
new slate of Board and Committee members for us to vote on this month. The job of
recruiting and talking to people and visiting numerous meetings to request their service is
a very time consuming task and we greatly appreciate their service.
All outgoing Service Board and Committee Members for their commitment to service in
2008-09.

th

July 6
Literature Orders due to Terry
th

July 13
SAAIG Monthly Meeting
SAAIG Monthly Newcomer
Meeting

One of our long time members Connie C. will be moving out of the San Antonio area.
Connie has served our OA community for many years, and her time and service will be
greatly missed. Connie, you will always be in our thoughts and prayers. We hope you will
continue to share your message with others as you have done so generously in San Antonio.
We can’t thank you enough for your service.

The Swan
Step Six
“Were entirely ready
to have God remove
all these defects of
character.”
Step Six Reading
AABB: Chapter Six:
“Into Action”
OA 12 & 12: Step 6
AA 12 & 12: Step 6

Coming
Attractions


Step Seven



“Living
Another
Way…”

Published: June 13, 2009

Step by Step
When I became abstinent
from eating compulsively I
did not expect my
personality to change. It
did. I didn’t think I did it
on purpose, it just
happened. For me, when I
was “in the food”, I had
my own binge buddies.
These “buddies” have
drifted from my inner
circle now. Some I do have
contact with, some not.
Our dynamics have
changed and our goals are
different. Some of these
persons don’t like me
without my fat, some
won’t include me because
of my food restrictions, but
still there are others who
did understood. When I
committed to working the
steps, putting down the

food, calling on a power
greater than myself, the
people that saw and
believed my commitment
cheered me on. Some
have even done some
“clean-up” of their own.
Today, I am a new
person, making new
friends at each meeting.
These new friends are
curious, they don’t know
the crazy, insane,
unproductive, anxious,
procrastinator, isolator,
insecure, and selfish
person I used to be.
Being entirely ready to
remove these defects, for
me, took no thought,
because I clung so tight to
staying abstinent,
working the program,

going to meetings, and
just “doing the next
right thing”. These
character defects were
not a part of that. I had
no room, time, or
energy for them that
they so freely took from
me for many years! I
have recaptured that
energy and harnessed it
into my daily program.
It works when you
work it, and you’re
worth it!

Living Another Way . . . In Recovery
“There is a rhythm to life: growth comes from a winter of rest, spring rains, a summer of
wildflowers and fireflies. If everything in nature follows God’s plan, why do I think I
have a better one for myself? To live according to natural laws, I need abstinence and
freedom from obsession – needs that are filled, not when I’m in charge of running my
life, but when I turn my will over to God in the matter of food. True wisdom, then, is to
seek and follow God’s will for me in every aspect of my life. Making progress along
that path to the best of my ability is surely living as close to nature’s intention as
possible.” For Today, p. 224.

NEW LITERATURE CONTACT: Please visit our website at www.oasanantonio.org and go to Literature for
OA’s new literature ordering procedure. You may email Terri, or download the form and print. Check it out...it's
really easy. If you have any questions please call Terri at 210-478-8261 or e-mail her at acalkins61@hotmail.com.

“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery one-liners, quotes or readings
to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.
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OA Meeting/Information Line:
210-492-5400
SAAI Website:
www.OASanAntonio.org
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OASAAIG@hotmail.com

2009-10 Service Board
Chair: Melanie Allison-D.
Vice Chair: Ken
Treasurer: Sharon V.
Parliamentarian: Barbara D.
Recording Secretary: Elaine
Communications Secretary: Pam W.
WSO Delegate: Graciela
Regional Representative: Lynn G.

Event

The Swan
“The Swan” is prepared by the San Antonio Area Intergroup (SAAI).
SAAI is a service board organized for the support of, and directly responsible to, local member OA
Meetings (Re: Ninth Tradition). SAAI is duly registered with the World Service Office (WSO) of
Overeaters Anonymous and may be reached at: P.O. Box 5458, San Antonio, Texas, 78201.

Mark your calendars
Aug. 15 — “Sponsorship: Our Privilege and Responsibility,” a workshop
featuring a guest speaker, panel discussion, skit and an Ask-It basket. It will be
held at Alamo Heights Baptist Church, 6501 Broadway St. Registration: 9:45 a.m.
Event: 10 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Suggested $5 donation. Contact: Earl B., 632-1530
Aug. 22 — Public outreach/public information meeting, 9:45 a.m. Brigid
Room at the Church of Reconciliation, 8900 Starcrest.

Committees
Communications
Chair: Pam W.
WSO/correspondence: Pam W.
Email: JoAnne R.
Events calendar: Denise G.
Newsletter: Michelle
Website: JoAnne R.
Public information/outreach
Chair: James
Information Line: Lori
Media: Open
Health Fairs: Open
12 & 12
Chair: Earl B.
IDEA Day: Open
Unity Day: Open
Literature: Terry
Newcomers/Welcome Back
Meeting: Lea
Lifeline Rep: Mary Olive
Audio Library: Dorian
Archives: Barbara F.

Dates to Remember
Sept. 1
Deadline for Swan submissions
Sept. 8
Deadline for literature orders
(submit to Terry)
Sept. 12
SAAIG monthly business and
newcomer meetings

Nov. 21 — IDEA Day. Volunteers needed. Those interested in doing service for
the International Day Experiencing Abstinence event should contact Earl B.,
632-1530.

The Alcoholics Anonymous book dedicates
an entire section (Chapter 7) to the service of
“working with others.”
That chapter opens up with this: “Practical
experience shows that nothing will insure
immunity from drinking as intensive work
with other alcoholics,” or, in our case, with
other compulsive overeaters.
On Aug. 15, members interested in learning
more about the crucial step of working with
others can attend the workshop “Sponsorship:
Our Privilege and Responsibility.” (See
“Mark your calendars” above for details.)
“It’s one of our key tools,” said Earl B., who
helped organize the event. “We’re all going to
be able to share…what we feel about what
sponsorship is.”
“To watch people recover, to see them help
others, to watch loneliness vanish, to see a
fellowship grow up about you, to have a host
of friends — this is an experience you must
not miss. We know you will not want to miss
it.” — Alcoholics Anonymous, fourth edition
Meeting notice
The 100-Pounders Meeting on
Tezel Road on Tuesday nights is no
longer being held. Please spread
the word.

Abstinence redefined
The definition of abstinence was
redefined during the 2009 World
Service Business Conference as
follows: Abstinence in Overeaters
Anonymous is the action of refraining
from compulsive eating and
compulsive food behaviors. Spiritual,
emotional and physical recovery is
the result of living the Overeaters
Anonymous Twelve-Step program.

The 12 th Step in Action
Many thanks to Sharon V., Barbara F. and
Dorian!
Sharon V. has assumed the role of
intergroup treasurer, taking over for
Barbara F., who has done an outstanding
job.
Dorian replaces Sharon V. as our audio
library administrator.

The Swan

Aug. 8, 2009

Step by Step
Step Eight
“Made a list of all
persons we had
harmed, and became
willing to make
amends to them all.”
Related readings
AA Big Book: Chapter
6, “Into Action”
OA 12 & 12 Step 8
AA 12 & 12 Step 8

Step eight requires us to look
at our relationships “for the
purpose of discovering those
patterns which have done
harm to us and others,” The
Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous states.
Not only must we make a
list of people we have
harmed but we must also
become willing to forgive the
people on that list who we
feel have harmed us.
“As long as we have not
forgiven people for harms
they have done us, we will
find it impossible to make
sincere amends to them for
our side of the conflicts,” the
12 & 12 states.
So how do we get started?
We make the list. And if we
have trouble identifying
what, exactly, constitutes
harm, we can ask ourselves
what actions others have
taken in the past to make us
feel harmed. We can draw on
our fourth-step inventory to
help us build our eighth-step
list.

“Step eight is a two-part
process, the first part of
which is to make a list in
writing of all persons we
have harmed….Once we
have gone back through our
lives in memory and are
sure we have written down
the name of every person we
have harmed, we are ready
to grapple with the second
half of the step. Now we
must become willing to
make amends to each
person on our list.” — The
Twelve Steps and Twelve
Traditions of Overeaters
Anonymous
“Many of us have found
that our own name belongs
somewhere near the top of
our eighth-step list.” The 12
& 12 states. “Yes, we
harmed other people, but we
have also damaged
ourselves with our selfdestructive thinking, eating
and living habits.”
It goes on to say that a
complete willingness to

Through our contributions….
Meetings are encouraged to take up donations to help support two very important efforts in
spreading the message of recovery from compulsive overeating.
Throughout August, meetings are encouraged to pass their baskets around a second time
for the audio library, a free resource for members. The money collected will be used for
related costs, such as updating materials and equipment.
In addition, we ask that baskets be passed to cover the cost of sending Lynn G. to the
assembly and convention Oct. 16-18 in Albuquerque to represent us at the Region III
representative.
Also, members can return audio items via their intergroup rep, as Dorian, the new contact
person, will be at the business meetings. She can also be reached at (210) 736-6486.

make amends to ourselves
and to forgive ourselves
for past mistakes is
essential to our recovery.
However, so is a
willingness to forgive
others — the next part of
this step.
The purpose of step eight
is to learn attitudes of
mercy and forgiveness.
The 12 & 12 suggests
that one first step toward
forgiveness might be to
write down the reasons
we are angry with a
person. The process can
help clarify our emotions
and allow us to see that
there is a beginning and
end to our pain, whether it
is laid out in two
paragraphs or 20 pages.
If we still are not willing
to forgive, then we can
turn to prayer as another
technique. We can pray
for the person daily,
asking that they be
blessed with all the good
things we want for
ourselves.

NEW LITERATURE
CONTACT: Please visit our
website at www.oasanantonio.org
and go to Literature for OA’s new
literature ordering process. You
may email Terri or download and
print the online form. Check it out
— it's really easy. If you have any
questions please call Terri at (210)
478-8261 or e-mail her at
acalkins61@hotmail.com.

“The Swan” needs YOU. Please submit your experience, strength and hope along with your favorite recovery oneliners, quotes or readings to: OASAAIG@hotmail.com by the first of each month for the next edition.

